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Dear Families
Another beautiful week of Spring sunshine and our
outside spaces are ablaze with stunning blossom
(some even have eggs). It has been lovely to see
everybody engaging in some amazing outdoor
learning.

In Chris’s absence we are coordinating a group of
volunteers to work in the school shop. If you have
time on a weekday between 10 and 2.30 please let
the office know via Office@castle.cambs.sch.uk
This will enable us to put a rota together for after
the Easter holidays.

Thank you for your patience if you have been
effected by the class closures, we are trying to
keep these to a minimum but we need to ensure
the health and safety of our pupils.
We bid a fond farewell to Janice who will be
retiring at the end of term to spend more time
with her family. We will mark her 40 plus years in
Special Needs with an event in the summer.
The clocks change this weekend, so remember to
‘Spring Forward’ on Sunday.

Kings Class News
In Enterprise sessions, Kings are working together
to create beautiful wrapping paper to sell in the
school shop. We are using our maths skills to
create lovely spring patterns, all to be sold at a
reasonable price!

In the library sessions we are enjoying an
increasing range of books. We are reading a new
bag book called Pirate Adventure. A lovely sensory
story that we are exploring independently and
with hand under hand support.

This term we are reading Maybe… by Chris
Haughton for our Maths in Stories.

Easter Raffle
Thank you to everyone who has purchased tickets
for our Easter raffle draw next week. If you haven’t
had the opportunity to buy some yet there is still
time. It’s quick and simple to do by visiting our
JustGiving page via the QR code, or follow the link:

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/castleschoolc
ambridgeeasterraffle2022

Best wishes
We are learning about position and shape as well
as learning to read simple words and sentences,
using our colourful semantics to reinforce our
understanding.

Anne Haberfield
Deputy Headteacher

